
I am STRONGLY OPPOSED to the bill  to SUNSET NORTH CAROLINA INTERPRETER
AND TRANSLITERATOR LICENSING 49 BOARD AND ELIMINATE THE LICENSING
REQUIREMENTS  FOR  INTERPRETERS  50  AND  TRANSLITERATORS  51.   I  have
benefitted  immensely  from interpreting  services  since  interpreters  have  been  required  to  be
licensed in order to interpret for Deaf individuals.

This bill is the result of the North Carolina Dental Association vs. Federal Trade Commission
Lawsuit.  The General Assembly (GA) decided to review all the state’s Occupational Licensing
Boards (OLAs) which includes the North Carolina Interpreter and Transliterator Licensing Board
(NCITLB).  They developed the Joint Legislature Oversight Committee (OLB) which formed a
subcommittee  to  investigate  the  OLAs.   While  they  were  investigating,  they  found  low
evaluation scores for the NCITLB.  We must defeat this bill because if NCITLB is dissolved,
there will be no recourse for the Deaf or hearing consumers to report or file a complaint against
an unqualified interpreter; thus no action could be taken to remove the interpreter from working.
An unqualified interpreter is one who does not hold a Registry of the Interpreters for the Deaf
(RID) certification OR is not licensed  in the state of North Carolina,  yet  receives monetary
compensation for their interpreting services.  

If this bill passes, it will be a colossal disservice to Deaf and hearing consumers.  To dissolve the
NCITLB denies  licensed  interpreting  services  for  all  involved  in  hiring  interpreters  for  any
venue, be it educational,  business, medical or mental health services, etc.  This action would
disband  the  NCITLB and  remove  interpreter  licensure.  Before  interpreters  were  licensed  to
interpret,  Deaf  individuals  and  hearing  consumers  were  not  assured  the  services  equal  to
communication that hearing individuals have.  Oftentimes, professionals would only secure the
services of people who knew how to sign as opposed to professional interpreters.  Even worse,
consumers had to depend on family members or friends to voice for the Deaf and sign back
responses.

Please write to your representative to express your opposition to this bill.  If you need to find the
name and address of your representative, go on the website (www.ncleg.net/representation/who
representsme.aspx). Ask them to please not support the sunset of the NCITLB.  Please let them
know that you sincerely hope that Deaf individuals and hearing consumers such as yourself, will
not be denied the services of licensed interpreters in the future.


